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Abstract Intermittent behavior in unidirectionally
coupled Pierce diodes being a classical model of spatially extended beam–plasma systems on different time
scale is studied. Depending on the value of the strength
of coupling between interacting systems and selected
time scale, the ring intermittency, the eyelet intermittency or coexistence of both of them are shown to be
observed.
Keywords Intermittent behavior · Spatially extended
systems · Unidirectionally coupled Pierce diodes ·
Phase synchronization · Time scale ·
Ring intermittency · Eyelet intermittency ·
Coexistence of ring and eyelet intermittencies
Intermittency is one of the widespread phenomena in
nonlinear science [1–8]. It is observed in flow systems,
discrete maps and spatially distributed media. It is one
of the classical scenarios of the transition to chaos and
can also take place near the boundaries of different
types of chaotic synchronization [9–15]. Intermittency
manifests itself on the different time scales. In particular, in the phase synchronized flow chaotic systems the
ring intermittency is observed on the boundary time
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scales [16], whereas near the boundary of the phase
synchronization depending on the selected time scales
the ring intermittency, the eyelet intermittency or coexistence of both types of intermittency mentioned above
can take place [17]. Each type of the intermittency is
characterized by its own statistical characteristics determined by the mechanisms (which are also different for
the distinct intermittencies) resulting in the intermittent
dynamics. These statistical characteristics (the distributions of the laminar and turbulent phase lengths calculated for the fixed values of the control parameters, the
dependence of the mean length of the laminar phases
on the control parameter and/or parameters of analysis)
are used frequently to classify the type of intermittent
behavior observed in the experimental or theoretical
studies.
Spatially extended nonlinear systems (including
active media, complex networks and living objects)
are also known to exhibit intermittent behavior [3,5,
6,18–21]. At the same time, the most part of known
papers is devoted to the consideration of the coupledmap lattices, complex networks or dynamics of spatially distributed active media, whereas transitions from
the asynchronous dynamics to different types of chaotic
synchronization in such systems have not been studied
in detail now. As an exception, one can refer to the
papers [14,15] where intermittent phase and generalized synchronization has been studied, with the mechanisms of the synchronous regime arising and statistical
characteristics of intermittency being the same as in the
case of the systems with a small number of degrees of
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freedom. Obviously, one can expect that for the spatially extended systems the analysis of their behavior
on different time scales in dependence on the coupling
parameter, similarly to the analogous studies of the
systems with a small number of degrees of freedom,
may reveal the interesting phenomena and generalities.
Nevertheless, the analogous investigations in spatially
extended media have not been performed so far. Therefore, in the present paper we analyze the manifestations
of intermittency in spatially distributed systems on different time scales of observation.
As an object of the research, we consider two unidirectionally coupled hydrodynamical models of Pierce
diodes (indices “1” and “2” correspond to the drive and
response systems, respectively) whose dynamics in the
dimensionless form is given by
∂ 2 ϕ1,2
2
= −α1,2
(ρ1,2 − 1),
(1)
∂x2
∂(ρ1,2 v1,2 )
∂ρ1,2
=−
,
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∂v1,2
= −v1,2
+
,
∂t
∂x
∂x
where α1 = 2.858π and α2 = 2.860π are the control parameters, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, ϕ1,2 (x, t) are potentials of
the electric field, and ρ1,2 (x, t) and v1,2 (x, t) are the
densities and velocities of the electron beam, respectively [22,23]. The boundary conditions on the left
boundary are specified by the constant ones
v1,2 (0, t) = 1, ρ1,2 (0, t) = 1, ϕ1,2 (0, t) = 0, (2)
whereas on the right boundary of the systems they are
modified in the following way


ϕ1 (1, t) = 0,
ϕ2 (1, t) = ε(ρ2 (x = 1, t) − ρ1 (x = 1, t)),

(3)

defining the unidirectional coupling between interacting systems [24]. Here ε denotes the strength of coupling between such systems.
To analyze the behavior of interacting Pierce diodes
on different time scales of observation, we follow the
time scale synchronization concept [25–27] and use the
continuous wavelet transform [27,28]
1
W1,2 (s, t0 ) = √
s
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∗ t − t0
dt,
u 1,2 (t)ψ
s

−∞

(4)

√
with Morlet complex
wavelet ψ(η) = (1/ 4 π )
 2 mother

exp( j 0 η)exp −η /2 , 0 = 2π . Here u 1,2 (t) are
time realization of the analyzed systems, and s is a
time scale of observation. As signals u 1,2 (t) for Pierce
diodes, we use the space charge densities ρ1,2 (x =
0.2, t) registered in the fixed point x = 0.2 of the interaction space.
The use of complex wavelet basis allows to introduce
into consideration the phases φ1,2 (s, t) = arg W1,2
(s, t) for any time scale s. The efficiency of the Morlet
wavelet function for introduction of the phases of time
series of different nature (biological and electromagnetic signals) has been confirmed in the earlier studies [16,25,26,29–31]. If for the selected time scale the
phase locking condition
|φ1 (s, t) − φ2 (s, t)| < 2π

(5)

is satisfied, the time scale s can be considered as the synchronous one. The number of synchronous time scales
depends both on the system itself and its control parameters. However, for any dynamical system the range
of synchronous time scales expands with increase in
the value of the coupling strength testifying the transition from the phase to lag synchronization regime
[25,32].
In the phase synchronization regime, the system
under study contains both synchronous and asynchronous time scales. They are delimited by so-called
boundary time scales in which the intermittent behavior can be observed. Similar effects take place near
the phase synchronization boundary. But due to the
presence of intermittent behavior in such region on the
boundary time scales of observation, the intermittency
of intermittencies [17] should take place.
Let us define the characteristics of intermittency on
different time scales both in the regime of phase synchronization and near its boundary in unidirectionally
coupled Pierce diodes (1)–(3). To define the type of
intermittency realized for the selected control parameter values, we use, first of all, the rotating plane
method [16,17]. Due to such approach, the dynamics
of interacting systems can be considered on the plane
(ξ  , η ) rotating around the origin (0, 0) according to
the phase φ1 of the first system
ξ  = ξ2 cos φ1 + η2 sin φ1 ,
η = −ξ2 sin φ1 + η2 cos φ1 ,

(6)
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Fig. 1 (Color online) Phase trajectories of Pierce diodes on the
rotating plane (ξ  , η ) for different values of the coupling strength
ε and the time scale s: a the synchronous regime (ε = 0.058,
s = 4.0), b the ring intermittency (ε = 0.058, s = 2.7225), c the
eyelet intermittency (ε = 0.00445, s = 4.0), d the intermittency
of eyelet and ring intermittencies (ε = 0.00445, s = 2.7225)

where ξ2 = ReW2 (s, t), η2 = ImW2 (s, t). Figure 1
illustrates the behavior of interacting Pierce diodes
on the plane (6) for different values of the coupling
strength ε and time scale of observation s. Figure 1a, b
corresponds to the realization of the regime of phase
synchronization in the system (1)–(3) (ε = 0.058).
In such case on the main time scale of observation
(s = 4.0, Fig. 1a), the trajectory on the rotating
plane looks like a smeared fixed point which does
not envelop the origin, whereas on the boundary time
scale (s = 2.7225, Fig. 1b) it is represented by a
similar point enveloping origin. In such case, the ring
intermittency[13] should be realized. Near the phase
synchronization boundary (ε = 0.00445), the trajectory on the rotating plane looks like a smeared limit
cycle on the main time scale of observation (s = 4.0,
Fig. 1c) which starts enveloping origin at consideration
of the system on the boundary time scale (s = 2.7225,
Fig. 1d). It is obvious that in the first case (Fig. 1c), the
eyelet intermittency [12] should be observed in the system under study, whereas in the second one (Fig. 1d) the
coexistence of eyelet and ring intermittencies should
take place.
To verify the results obtained by means of the rotation plane approach, we analyze statistical characteristics of the fields of the synchronous behavior (laminar
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phases) in two unidirectionally coupled Pierce beam–
plasma diodes on different time scales of observation.
They are (1) the distribution of lengths of the laminar
behavior for the fixed values of the system parameters
and (2) the dependencies of the mean length of the laminar behavior on the coupling parameter (for the fixed
time scale) and on the time scale (for the fixed coupling
parameter). Ring and eyelet intermittencies are known
to be characterized by an exponential distribution of
the lengths of the phases of laminar behavior, but in
the regime of eyelet intermittency it takes place only
for relatively large values of lengths (see [33,34]). In
other words, the distribution of the lengths of the laminar phases in the eyelet intermittency regime obeys an
exponential law
p1 (τ ) =



1
τ
exp −
K T1
T1

(7)



x
where K = exp −
, T1 is a mean length of the
T1
laminar phases for eyelet intermittency, x is a minimal
value of the laminar phase length for which distribution obeys an exponential law [34,35], whereas in the
regime of ring intermittency it can be written in the
following form


1
τ
p2 (τ ) = exp −
T2
T2

(8)

where T2 is the mean length of the laminar phases for
ring intermittency [13]. Taking into account the peculiarity of the laminar phase length distribution for eyelet
intermittency (7) which has not been taken into account
in the previous works (see, e.g., [17,34,36]), on the
basis of the common theory of coexistence of two different types of intermittent behavior in nonlinear systems proposed in [17], one can deduce the refined distribution of the laminar phase lengths for the regime of
intermittency of eyelet and ring intermittencies. Having substituted the probability densities (7) and (8) for
p1,2 (τ ) into relation
p(τ )

⎡∞

∞
1 ⎣ ds
=
[ p1 (l) p2 (s)T2 + p1 (s) p2 (l)T1 ] dl
T1 + T2
s
τ
τ
⎤
∞
τ
1−
+
[ p1 (τ ) p2 (s)T2 + p1 (s) p2 (τ )T1 ] ds ⎦
s
τ
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reported in [17] for the intermittency of intermittencies
and made its further simplifications, one can obtain the
refined distribution of the laminar phase lengths


τ
x −τ
T12 − T1 eτ/T1 (τ − T2 )Γ
−
p(τ ) = 2exp
T1
T2


τ
− T2 (τ − T1 )
× 0,
T1



τ
× eτ/T2 Γ 0,
+ T22
T2




x
x 1 − 1
e T1 T2
T1 T2 2xEi −
T1


x
− x
+ 2T1 e T2
+ 2xEi −
T2


T1 + T2
−2T1 e x/T1 ln
T1


1
1
+ T1 e x/T1 ln
+
T1
T2
+ 2T1 e x/T1 ln(T2 ) − T1 e x/T1


T1 T2
× ln
+ 2T2 e x/T1 ln(T1 )
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Fig. 2 (Color online) Distributions of the lengths of the laminar phases in interacting Pierce diodes for different values of
the coupling strength ε and the time scale s: curve 1—the ring
intermittency (ε = 0.058, s = 2.7225), curve 2—the eyelet intermittency (ε = 0.00445, s = 4.0), curve 3—the intermittency of
eyelet and ring intermittencies (ε = 0.00445, s = 2.7225). The
numerical results are marked by points, whereas their theoretical
approximations are shown by lines. The approximation parameters are the following: T1 = 1332.51, T2 = 1439.16, x = 400

As we have mentioned above, an additional evidence
of the presence of the different types of intermittency
in unidirectionally coupled Pierce diodes is the behavior of the mean length of the laminar phases with the
criticality parameter variation. In the regime of eyelet
intermittency, it obeys relation
(9)

where Γ (a, z) is incomplete Γ -function and Ei(z) is
an exponential integral function.
To show the validity of obtained relation and to prove
the existence of different types of intermittency in unidirectionally coupled Pierce diodes, we have calculated numerically the distributions of the laminar phase
lengths for the regimes shown in Fig. 1b–d (with the
same values of the criticality parameters) and compare
them with the theoretical relations (7)–(9). These distributions are shown in Fig. 2. Curve 1 corresponds
to the ring intermittency regime, curve 2 refers to the
regime of eyelet intermittency, whereas curve 3 reflects
the coexistence of eyelet and ring intermittencies. It is
clearly seen that in all considered cases the numerical
data are in a good agreement with the results of theoretical predictions that confirm realization of the different types of intermittency including the coexistence of
them in unidirectionally coupled Pierce diodes on the
different time scales of observation.
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p(τ)

T1 (ε) = Aexpκ(εc − ε)−1/2 ,

(10)

where εc is a critical value of the coupling parameter corresponding to the onset of the phase synchronization, A and κ are the parameters of approximation [2,36,37]. In the ring intermittency regime, such
dependence is the following

T2 (s) = T0

1
1−
ln(1 − (s))


(11)

where T0 is a mean length of the laminar phases for the
time scale bounding the region of ring intermittency
and (s) is the probability of detection of turbulent
motion in the fixed time of the observation [13,16].
Taking into account the obtained relation for probability distribution (9) in the regime of coexistence of eyelet
and ring intermittencies, one can obtain the relation for
the mean length of the laminar phases for this regime.
Having substituted Eq. (9) for p(τ ) into the definition
of the mean value
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Fig. 3 (Color online) a Dependence of the mean length of the
laminar phases on the time scale s for fixed coupling parameters
in the regimes of ring intermittency (ε = 0.058, curve 1) and
intermittency of eyelet and ring intermittencies (ε = 0.00445,
curve 3) and their theoretical approximations. b Dependencies of
the mean length of the laminar phases on the coupling parameter ε for fixed time scales in the regimes of eyelet intermittency
(s = 4.0, curve 2) and intermittency of eyelet and ring inter-



∞
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ε
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mittencies (s = 2.7225, curve 4) and their theoretical approximations. The numerical data are marked by points, and their
theoretical approximations by laws (10)–(13) are shown by solid
lines. In the frame, the enlarged part of the curve 4 is shown.
The parameters of approximations are the following: A = 3.7,
κ = 0.5133, εc = 0.012, T0 = 13.5, and the probability p(s) is
assumed to be linear


T1 T2
T1 + T2


1
1
+ 2T2 e x/T1 ln(T1 ) + T2 e x/T1 ln
+
T1 T2
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T
T
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(13)


τ p(τ )dτ ,

(12)

x

one can obtain the relation for the mean length of the
laminar phases for the regime of intermittency of eyelet
and ring intermittencies in the form



x
− Tx
2
2
x/T2
2
T1 + T1 x + x e
T (ε, s) = 2e
Ei −
T2



1
1
+ T12 −e x
+
T1
T2


(T1 + T2 )x
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T1 T2
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T1 T2

+ 2T1 T2 + T1 x + T2 x
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x 1 − 1
e T1 T2
2xEi −
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x
+ 2xEi −
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x
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−
+ 2T1 e T2 − 2T1 e x/T1 ln
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1
1
+ 2T1 e x/T1
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T2

× ln(T2 ) − T1 e x/T1 ln

where the values T1,2 and x can be obtained numerically for the regimes when the only one type of intermittent behavior should exist [17] [relations (10) and
(11), respectively]. Figure 3 illustrates the numerically
obtained dependencies of the mean lengths of the laminar phases on the time scale of observation (a) and the
coupling parameter (b) and their theoretical approximations by the laws (10)–(13). As in Fig. 2, the curve
1 corresponds to the ring intermittency regime, curve
2 refers to the eyelet one and curves 3, 4 satisfy for
the regime of intermittency of eyelet and ring intermittencies. It is clearly seen that in all considered cases
the numerically obtained data are in a good agreement
with the theoretical fits. Moreover, it is clearly seen that
curves 1, 3 in Fig. 3a are almost coincident with each
other, with the mentioned peculiarity being valid for
both numerical and theoretical results. Such situation
is connected with the fact that the lengths of the lami-
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nar phases associated with the eyelet intermittency are
extremely large in comparison with the last one associated with the ring intermittency regime. Therefore,
the most part of the turbulent spikes in the regime of
intermittency of intermittencies is associated with the
ring intermittency and curves 1, 3 looks like almost
identical.
So, as in the flow systems in the spatially extended
systems described by the equations of unidirectionally coupled hydrodynamical models of Pierce diodes
depending on the value of the coupling strength and
time scale the different types of intermittency can be
observed. In particular, in the regime of the phase synchronization on the boundary time scale of observation
the ring intermittency takes place. Near the boundary of
such regime depending on the time scale of observation,
the eyelet intermittency or coexistence of eyelet and
ring intermittencies can be realized. The found effect
possess a high degree of generality. One can expect
that such kind of behavior could be observed in variety
of real systems (including the physical, radiotechnical
and physiological ones) described in terms of both the
systems with the small number of degrees of freedom
and spatially extended media.
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